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Abstract 

Our study on 3M&I-artifacts body looks at the (intangible) problems from the traditional Taylor-style static 

to dynamic (cock-pit) e-management approaches. Since the invention of pair-map (1983) at profit max, we 

are attempting to advance the on (moving-space)-management by pair (accelerator, brake) matrix approach. 

This attempt could be now characterized as the problem of profit max by pair (revenue, cost) method, and 

would be visualized and digitalized such as such a heliocentric vs. geocentric science as  mobile “enterprise 

x computer” robots of SW (middle initiative) base. Finally, a static vs. moving -space automobile-like case 

on the pair-typed driving map is graphically given and discussed toward the shedding of classic pair -map at 

2-center type since 1983. 

Keywords: Pair-body management, e-Management, Automobile robot, Pair-typed driving method, Middle 

initiative (SW) 

1. Introduction 

Our study on the science and technology of 3M&I-artifacts body in corporations (Matsui 2008, 2014) is beginning to 

bring the visualization of natural multi-artifacts body images to intangible artifacts and life  (Matsui 2016, 2019a, 

2022a). For example, there have been results that can boost the development of smart societies, economy, knowledge 

creation, digital world, and science and technology. In the development of economy engines and corporate robots, the 

schemes of GDP engine (Matsui 2022b), and convenience store robots (Matsui et al. 2019, Matsui et al. 2021) are 

being revealed, and a moving e-management method and its SW (middle initiative)-based design are expected for the 

future.  

 

It started with the patent “Management display method and pair-map technology” (already released) (Matsui 2019b), 

the moving trajectory of its elliptical map seems to be connected to autonomous driving technology and moving 

management methods for artifacts bodies (including automobiles). This paper shows that the dual artifacts body 

(heliocentric vs. geocentric) of this “Copernicus view” has another starting point and it is a path to dynamic orbit 

management.  

 

For example, in automobiles, perhaps the vehicle can be considered heliocentric, because it runs on a lower street, 

and the driver geocentric, because it is static while moving on an upper street. The sandwich between these lower and 

upper, in terms of workload (profit), is an artifacts body (intangible robot) with the role (function) of an integration 

(driving) that seeks to maximize the difference between acceleration (revenue) and brake (cost) in the profit formula.  

Originally, in the ellipse theory of pair-maps, it is believed movement was buried into matrix elements (revenue and 

costs) in pairs (demand and production), and three-dimensional images were embedded in planes. A wave mechanism 

has been found on the axis of economy and reliability of the ellipse, and because of recent elliptical analysis based on 

flow rate data, a Carnot-like engine (Matsui 2023) can be seen in the economics.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Now, in artifacts body research, the digital technology for moving artifacts bodies from static to dynamic based on 

this pair-map method is drawing attention. The challenges in the automobile industry are still round-robin and total 

war-based, but the next-generation theoretical white-box approach proposed here has a paired (acceleration, brake) 

design and is set to become a step into the development of a two-center new frame (companies x computers).  

2. “Copernicus view” artifacts body science and moving e-management method 

2.1 The types of “Copernicus view” artifacts bodies and the corporate robot problem  

The traditional science of Copernicus view suggests that heliocentric and geocentric theories coexist in the universe, 

but science cases in which in both are handled simultaneously on an artifacts body may not be well known. Hence, 

this paper takes pairs that handle both simultaneously with these artifacts bodies as examples and starts by 

summarizing the knowledge involved in its science.  

 

First, Figure 1 shows the classification according to our artifacts body science. In artifacts body science, we assume 

a sandwich layer corresponding to the human hip as a base, with upper and lower layers on top and under it, which 

are respectively assumed as universes of geocentric and heliocentric views. These can be tangible or intangible and 

the lower can be distinguished as moving static service of automobile type or static manufacturing of convenience 

store type. 

Table 1. 3M&I artifacts: A pair lower (heliocentric) vs. upper (geocentric) view 

artifacts tangible intangible 

3M&I artifacts 

service manufacturing 

lower move stationary 
moving stationary 

(car) 

stationary moving 
(convenience) 

upper busy idle idle busy busy idle 

 

In recent years, as part of artifacts body science development research, we have had progress in the development of 

corporate robots. So far, two papers on schemes of convenience store-type robots have been published. This time, 

however, the focus is the development of an autonomous driving scheme seeing automobiles as a kind of robot. 

2.2 The core part of pair-hierarchy artifacts body and the autonomous driving scheme 

In artifacts body science, a pair-hierarchy model that is familiar with pair matrixes has been presented. The sandwich 

layer at the center and the core above and under it can be seen in  Figure 1. In the sandwich layer of Figure 1, the 

workload cooperates with the upper and lower layers, and it seeks a function that can maximize the profit (energy) as 

per the profit formula, and the acceleration (revenue) and brake (cost) are used in the control operations. 

 

Therefore, our new autonomous driving scheme is about a static driver (operator) operating the engine (economy) vs. 

the steering wheel (reliability) while alternating between accelerator and brake, to operate the workload, based on the 

profit formula, while controlling the efficiency and safety. When the operation is on a specific pair-map, the 

autonomous driving is maintained within its range. 
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Figure 1. Intangible robot and pair-body e-management of 2-center and ternary SW (sandwich) type for self-driving 

frame. At SW<ten>”DX”, the driver pursues that Cost(EC;𝑚)  +  Profit(EN) → Revenue(ER; 𝑑). 

3. Autonomous driving frame and ellipse pair-map method 

3.1 Pair matrix display: acceleration (revenue) vs. brake (costs) technology  

Regarding the pair matrix display of input (acceleration) and output (brake) in autonomous driving technology, it is 

possible to use the formula “Profit = Revenue – Costs”, with the profit as the acceleration and the cost as the brake, 

pair elements (acceleration, brake).  

 

Figure 2 is a matrix display of operation (acceleration, brake) with pair elements of position (input 𝑑, output 𝑚). 

Based on this Figure 2, it is possible to draw the two-dimensional ellipse pair-map (economy 𝑍, reliability 𝐿) used 

in the autonomous driving frame and its trajectory on the map from the next section.  
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Figure 2. Concept of pair-matrix: Accelerator(input) vs. brake(output), and workload(profit)＋brake(cost)→

accelerator(revenue) 

3.2 Engine (economy) vs. steering wheel (reliability) technology 

On the other hand, in the pair map elliptical intersection theory, the engine corresponds to economy, and the steering 

wheel to reliability, and by crossing each other on the pair-map, it is possible to make autonomous driving more 

efficient and safer. Pair maps can already be expressed using Matsui’s matrix equation, so the advantage of its 

connection with the equation technology of autonomous driving is already known.   

 

This pair-map method is initially expected to support management methods, but since the English management is also 

a controller, its connection with an autonomous driving method of cockpit style may be a natural process, in a way. 

Figure 3 makes it possible to control a three-dimensional world on a two-dimensional map. 

 

Figure 3. Ternary/pair-map type of Matsui’s Eq.(W=ZL) at economics and self-driving 
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4. Frame utilization method of elliptical deformed pair-map 

4.1 Static management type: examples of convenience store robots 

The development of corporate robots started with convenience store robots using engine ODICS based on flow 

management methods. In recent years, a simple scheme of this convenience store robots was formulated by Matsui’s 

equation. The simple scheme has indicated that the conversion of the introduction, development, turn, and conclusion 

corresponds to DX (digital transformation).  

 

The autonomous driving frame of convenience store robots uses the pair-maps of Figure 3 and 4. Figure 2 is a basic 

pair-map, and Figure 4 is its basic deformation and a variation. Here, as a static movement, it is assumed that the 

convenience store is static on the ground, a graphical approach is possible, and it is performing on-map driving. 

 

Figure 4. Utility of pair-map variant: Sample of space (static) management type 

4.2 Moving e-management type: examples of automobile robots 

One of the most notable characteristics of corporate robots of automobile type is that it is static during movement; 

that is, it follows static management that moves on the road during its movement. During this process, when viewed 

from the world outside the vehicle, the management can be viewed as autonomous driving as moving management. 

For example, looking-ahead at the driving trajectory on Figure.5 that moves forward from the center with acceleration 

(speed 𝑑) as center 1 (𝑑  𝑚), the trapezoid 𝑃2 → 𝑃1 → 𝑄1 → 𝑄2 route represents two-step safe driving.  

 

This is a cyclic trip in which the vehicle leaves (departures) the crossing point in the middle of the figure (ER  LT) 
from a stillness (stopped), passes 𝑃1 and accelerates until 𝑃2, then heads to 𝑄1 with a constant speed, lowers the 

speed at 𝑄2 and returns to 𝑃1.  

 

In the behavior example of Figure 5 (𝑑  𝑚), to simplify the trajectory, it is assumed that the road is a straight line. 

The difference in the movements of front tires (𝑑) and rear tires (𝑚)is not considered, and the trajectory when this 

difference varies at center 2 (𝑑 vs. 𝑚) is a topic for future research.  

For example, if the trajectory is curvy, instead of straight, the variation of speeds 𝑑 and 𝑚, as well as their distance 

differences change, which presumably makes the route on the map and trajectory more complicated. 
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Figure 5. Utility of pair-map variant: Sample of the moving-space management type and its forward zone case of 

moving-space 

5. Conclusion and next steps 

As society become faster, smarter, and more fluid, our artifacts bodies are also required to respond from the traditional 

static management to moving orbit management. Our corporate robot study can also expand its scope from static 

convenience stores to moving e-management, “living” artifacts bodies (with data food, for example). 

 

Initially, the sandwich-based pair-map elliptical intersection theory was expected to function as a graphic support for 

management methods. Recently, the map method was successfully expressed by Matsui’s matrix equation system, and 

corresponding development is expected. Also, the individual ternary SW map in this paper (see supplementary 

drawing) and its e-management/driving method and pair (acceleration, brake) technique is the shedding of the classical 

pair-map theory, and it is linked to same-phase 2-center new automatic/autonomous system and SDGs issues.  

 

As English functions as both a language for management and a means of controlling a system, it may seamlessly 

intertwine with autonomous driving methods using cockpit-style interfaces. In algebraic terms, the utilization of the 

relationship of Matsui’s equation of type I (equation system) and type II (inherent equation) of introduction, 

development, turn and conclusion systems can be considered. Applying Matsui’s equation systems – types I and II, 

encompassing introduction, development, turn, and conclusion – may provide useful insights in this regard. 

 

This paper is expected to function as a management method for new autonomous driving technology of moving orbit 

artifacts bodies, as well as variable design of nature versus artifacts bodies. Specially, it aims to develop next-

generation artifacts bodies that are secure, safe, and more convenient for digital societies while also harmonizing with 

human needs. 
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